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VICTIM 
It is not my fault
It is part of my destiny
I cannot do anything about it
Everything is against me

I open my eyes to the responsibility of all, including myself
I decide to come out of the comfort of victim to head into the unknown
Being overwhelmed with emotions no longer drives my life
I accept the difficulties in life, I no longer want to be a dead weight for others

MARTYR 
I am dedicated to others
Do what you want with me, I am following my cause
Nothing will stray me away from my path
I am in the truth

I pursue my cause with balance in my life
I need to take care of myself to carry my mission
Others may bring something more to me
Am I right or in truth ?

SAVIOR 
I am the one and only
I am the caretaker of others
Follow me, I know where I am going
Others’ lives is dearer than mine

Each of us needs to find their path to reach happiness
My happiness does not depend on others
I lead the path without looking to see who is following and I march forward
I am solely responsible for my happiness

HOLY WOMAN 
I am nothing, the mission is the most important
I am part of a whole
I am responsible for my happiness and awaking others to 
happiness/consciousness
I am the Mother

I value my time and can delegate tasks
I can speak up, I have a voice
My personal evolution will help others to follow
I support others and recognise that I am of value just as I am
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Masculine Archetraps
FIGHTER
I fight what isn’t me
One is either with or against me
I take advantage of any opportunity to prove I am right
Truth pervades through strength

Talking and sharing are stronger than strength
Our opinion may diverge but we may still find a common ground
I benefit from listening to others experiences
I have other means of communication

HERO 
I am a hero
I uphold and defend truth
I help the weak
I am on a mission

I am a being like any other
I do not uphold the truth, it does not belong to me
I work in partnership with others
I follow my path towards the truth

SPIRITUAL WARRIOR
I am ready to kill for God or for the truth
I am here to uphold the truth for others
All must be under the same god or belief
My personal and spiritual quest is the battle all should unite for

I accept that others do not share my beliefs.
God is harmony and peace. I work in that spirit
Diversity is wealth
My spiritual quest is personal and may interest others

HOLY MAN 
I organise matters around myself to bring my mission to completion
I organise my diary around  my mission
I organise others to be as efficient as possible around this cause
I talk to drive the group and on behalf of my group

I train someone to take over
I let others make mistakes and learn from their experience
I behave as a role model
I trust in the group’s ability to express what needs to be 
said
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HIEROPHANT

I train someone to climb the ladder of my organisation.


